
 

 

  Part 7   

 

Gear box rear mount, fluid and filter change, all good sticky fun. 

I’ve changed the gearbox fluid, filter and rear mount countless times on a V12. It has always involved 

me getting cold, getting cramp, emotionally descriptive, dirty, smelly and oily. It also involves 

balancing a sump full of transmission fluid above your head whilst getting all of those mentioned 

above, I’ve never enjoyed it and never will. The mean and green’s was no exception! 

 

Rear mount, a tale of springs bushes and crows feet. 

If you’re changing the transmission fluid/filter you may as well service the rear mount while you’re 

doing it as you have to completely dismantle said mount to remove the gearbox sump anyway. I 

could spend a lot of time describing the pro’s and cons of this wonderful piece of kit or I could just 

prompt you to read “Experience in a Book – by Kirby Palm”. Go to the section applicable to the 

mount and Kirby will describe it ten times better than me. 

Follow this link for Kirby Palm – Experience in a Book: http://198.144.194.117/xj-s/book/XJS_help.pdf  

http://198.144.194.117/xj-s/book/XJS_help.pdf


Basically the rear end of the gearbox is supported by a large black spring, one cotton reel bush, two 

rubber spring retainers and a crow’s foot. By the way, if you’re getting a nasty clonking noise coming 

from the front nearside suspension try fixing the gearbox mount before ripping the aforementioned 

apart, for some reason the noise from a faulty mount always migrates to the front end.  

Large black spring, one cotton reel bush, two rubber spring retainers and a crow’s foot

 

Anyway down to business, split the exhausts where the down pipes meet the straight sections, get 

two pieces of bailing string and tie around the now flapping pipes, take the other end of the bailing 

string and wrap once around the front jacking point lug, pull the string until the exhaust is coaxed as 

far as possible to the outer edge of the car, secure the string around jacking lug. If your car has not 

got jacking lugs shame on you, my previous instalments have been in vain!  

Please be aware of the reference to the large black spring in paragraph 3, springs are a method of 

storing energy, they are also very discriminate when releasing that energy, they never aim for 

anything hard and impenetrable, just soft tissue with plenty of nerve endings, so please be careful.   

At the centre of the mount you will see a large nut; you can undo and remove this nut without any 

danger of the gearbox or spring hitting you. The next step is to remove the plate that was secured by 

the nut. To do this you have to undo and remove the two 3/8” nuts and bolts at the front of the 

plate.  A 9/16” open ended spanner bent at an angle of 70° helps with this. (Trust me, its worth 

spoiling a spanner for)  when you pull the plate clear you will be hit on the head by a convex washer, 

don’t lose it and make sure it goes back with the convex side facing upwards. If the mount bush is 



well worn the convex washer may be followed by a tubular spacer and plain washer. There are also 

spacers between the plate and mount where the two 3/8” bolts go through. 

Now is the time to start thinking about supporting both the gearbox and spring mount. Support the 

gearbox under its sump using a scissor jack and piece of ply to spread the load.  Support the mount 

at its centre using a power steering pump pulley and trolley jack. Haven’t got a power steering pump 

pulley? Well have a look at the picture and use something similar, the name of the game is to get the 

crows foot and spring down in a controlled manner, if you don’t get something centralised around 

the spring then you’re in a bit of trouble. Whatever you use also has to make allowances for the 

protruding support post.  

Power steering pump pulley – the perfect convex shape for the job!

 

The previously mentioned crow’s foot retains the spring; the crow’s foot is in turn retained by four 

set screws. Before you endeavour to remove these, make sure you have preloaded the trolley jack to 

slightly compress the spring and that whatever is between the jack and crow’s foot (aka steering 

pump pulley) is central and secured on the yoke of the jack. Undo and remove the four set screws, 

retire to a safe distance and slowly lower the trolley jack, thus removing the tension on the spring. 

There are two chunky spacers between the foot and transmission tunnel.  Put them safe, along with 

all the other bits and bobs. 

The cotton reel rubber bush is retained in the yoke of the crow’s foot, prise it out and replace it with 

a new one (lots of soapy lubricant required). Replace both the spring retaining rubbers also. Check 

out the spring, if you know the history of the car and it’s not been changed in the last 30,000 miles 

then change it anyway. 

 



Cotton reel rubber bush and spring retaining rubbers

 

With the box still supported under the sump remove the mount post and its alloy base just behind 

the sump. Once this mount post has been removed support the box in the area where the post once 

lived, and then remove the sump support jack.   

The next step would surely be to remove the sump plug and drain the contents of the auto box. 

That’s all well and good if the sump is fitted with a sump plug, Jaguars aren’t. The reason stated is to 

stop lazy mechanics from just replacing the oil and not removing the sump to renew the filter; if they 

have to remove the sump to get rid of the oil then they’ll renew the filter while it’s off. I would just 

like to say that me and my oil soaked arm, and most alluring fluid red hair fully support them in this 

matter.  

Vacuum modulator

 



It’s not quite as bad as that, you can remove the vacuum modulator and drain a good amount that 

way. If you can find a couple of long set screws that will substitute two opposed pan bolts then 

things get a lot more manageable. Slack off and remove the remaining pan bolts methodically so the 

sump pivots on the long set screws, persuade it to tilt towards your catch pan and the majority of 

the oil will be drained safely. The tricky bit is removing the set screws and lowering the sump pan 

down without spilling any remaining fluid - good luck!  

The filter is retained by just one bolt and an O ring that fits snugly around the suction pipe. The bolt 

is designed to screw into the box casting until a shoulder makes it tight, it does not secure the filter, 

but just locates it, don’t be alarmed when the filter sways in the breeze, it’s meant to be like that. 

Replace the filter and the worst is over, clean out the sump with meticulous care. If it’s been 

serviced correctly you will find a polo shaped magnet located on the sump base, take note on how 

much iron has stuck to this magnet before cleaning it, if it resembles a fuzz ball then your box is a 

little distressed. 

 Carefully clean the mating faces of the sump and gearbox. DO NOT apply any type of sealer; a well 

manufactured cork joint will do the job on its own. Hopefully you will discover that some or all of the 

bolt holes in the joint grip the bolts when offered through. This enables the joint to sit securely on 

the pan face without having to stick it on with anything nasty.   

Torque settings for the sump pan bolts are 12lb/ft, you may need a small ¼ drive torque wrench for 

accuracy.  Once the pan is in place you can place the scissor jack and ply back underneath it to take 

the weight of the box. 

The upper spring rubber locates around a boss on the spring post. It is easier to fit the rubber before 

refitting the post, the rubber may need slight trimming on one edge to fit snugly. 

Refit the spring post, place the lower spring rubber onto the spring and then fit both spring and 

rubber onto the crow’s foot. 

 Position the complete assembly plus pump pulley onto the trolley jack and very carefully raise the 

jack whilst guiding the cotton reel bush over the spring post. Take notice of all things around you, 

undue effort to raise the jack means something is wrong, the box itself may rise slightly but not to 

the point of jamming itself up into the tunnel.  

Try to get the four set pins in at the first opportunity, not forgetting the two spacers at the rear. 

When the four pins are fully tightened release the jack and remove the jack supporting the sump. 

Place a hand firmly under the sump and push upwards, the complete box and assembly should move 

slightly on the spring, if so all is good. 

 You still need to fit the plain washer and tubular spacer over the spring post and inside the centre of 

the bush. Things are made a lot easier if the bush is centralised around the spring post. Fortunately 

the crow’s foot locating holes are slotted, slack off the bolts slightly and lever the foot until the bush 

is central to the pin, push the washer and spacer up into the bush and tighten up the retaining pins. 

 Refit the convex washer and retaining plate using the 3/8” bolts (complete with spacers) and large 

central nut.  Cut the bailing string and refit the exhausts. 



Crows foot in position

 

Just a quick note on refilling the sump, you can use Dexron 2 or 3 but 3 is preferred. Don’t go reading 

the manual and tipping 6 litres of this expensive stuff straight into the box, you’ll end up draining up 

to half of it away. 6 litres will fill a box after overhaul when the torque converter has been drained, 

but during routine servicing the torque converter is not drained. Tip in a tentative 3litres and keep 

filling and checking the dipstick until something shows. Start the engine and push the selector 

throughout the gear range ending up with the selector in park. With the engine still running check 

the ‘hot’ side of the dipstick for fluid level. Take the car on a short run and check the level again 

using the same procedure, patience is a virtue, if the box is over filled drain it from the vacuum 

modulator until correct level is achieved. These boxes do not like running with high oil levels!   

 

So here we are, the green n mean is still multi coloured and there are lots of loose ends to tidy up 

but it is now back on its wheels, drivable and booked in for an MOT. There have been times when I’d 

considered selling it, scrapping it or just pushing it into a field and leaving it to rot, but now the 

finishing post is so close and all the nasty grimy stuff is behind me things are looking good, happy 

days. 

 

 

 



For further information and advice, please contact Just XJS 

 

Phone: 07940 998199 

 

E-Mail: justxjsltd@gmail.com  
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